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Abstract 
At least in Western cultures, it seems that we are taught from childhood that growth in all things is 
inherently good. This thought is so ingrained in our make-ups that we rarely pay it any mind but 
subconsciously accept it as a truism to live by. The purpose of this paper is to explore the extent to which 
we should continue to subscribe to this view, or whether we need to change our mindset for the long-term 
benefit of humanity on this planet. If the questioning of this idea is too foreign for us to even contemplate, 
we should at least try to educate our emotions about this controversial subject to better understand why 
we continue to resist reason in favor of our gut or knee-jerk reaction that inhibits taking action to improve 
the sustainability of human life on Earth. This paper is written as a dialogue among fictitious interested 
parties in an attempt to provide a more balanced treatment while enlivening the debate in showcasing 
some passionate viewpoints. Complex systems engineering principles and research ideas are infused.
© 2012 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection  
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1. Introduction 
Table 1 introduces a cast of characters involved in the ensuing dialogue. Each of them is intended to 
represent a broad segment of population in our more developed countries, particularly the United States. 
Protagonist: Remember many years ago as intellectually gifted teenagers, how we read many 
philosophical books and spent much time discussing our thoughts? Best Friend: Yes, we felt superior to 
our classmates in affiliating ourselves with new ideas that resonated with what we thought was wrong 
with the world and how things could be made better. We anticipated the opportunity to set things straight 
with our own contributions to society, e.g., improving the quality of our lives through advancing  
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Table 1. Description of the Players 
Character Name Character Type Role in Dialogue
Protagonist Concerned with fundamental issues, abstract 
ideas, and significant progress toward solving 
human made problems
Leader in posing sustainability 
concerns
Best Friend Mellowed intellectual now more accepting of 
the way the world works
Responder to protagonist's efforts
Complex Systems 
Engineer
Focused on advice for systems engineers 
concerning what might be more effective
Emphasizes complex systems 
behaviors and complex systems 
engineering principles
Systems Thinker Knowledgeable about complex systems, smart, 
and dispassionate
Provider of balanced and objective 
viewpoints and ideas for research





Believes in individual responsibility, value 
creation, and limited government
Naysayer
Industrialist Production and profit oriented Bemoans cost of disposing of 
manufacturing waste
Mother Earth Concerned by human behavior that ignores her 
long-term interests
Biggest stakeholder in sustainability
technology and making the World smarter, after attending college. But then we had no thought of limiting 
growth. Protagonist: With hindsight, what naïve egotists we were! Complex Systems Engineer: Yes, you 
should instead have behaved differently to: Bring a healthy dose of personal humility when trying to 
solve real-world problems. (Suggested complex systems engineering principles [1] are highlighted in 
bold-faced type throughout this paper.) No single individual can know the ultimate truth about any 
complex system, so one should continually seek better understanding: Nurture discussions to learn how 
people express their concepts using different terms, and enlist “Crowdsourcing” [2] and “Wikinomics” 
[3], for example. 
Systems Thinker: The grave danger of unsustainability in our Earth’s resources caused by unlimited 
growth has been addressed very well by Thomas L. Friedman [4] [5], Peter M. Senge, et al., [6], and the 
research performed by the late Donella Meadows and her colleagues [7]. The latter authors (Dana 
Meadows, Jorgen Randers, and Dennis Meadows) espoused three distinct mindsets: 
Dana … [A] if she put enough of the right information in people's hands they would ultimately go for 
the wise, the farsighted, the humane solutionin this case, adopting the global policies that would 
avert overshoot (or, failing that, would ease the world back from the brink). ... Jorgen ... [B] humanity 
will pursue short-term goals of increased consumption, employment, and financial security to the bitter 
end, ignoring the increasingly clear and strong signals until it is too late. ... Dennis ... [C] actions will 
ultimately be taken to avoid the worst possibilities for global collapse. ... the world will eventually 
choose a relatively sustainable future, but only after severe global crises force belated action. [7, p. xvi] 
Protagonist: The first alternative (A) will never happen; the peoples of the world just don’t care! We will 
blunder along the second path (B), continually procrastinating until some sort of tipping point [8], when 
the third alternative (C) will barely save us from oblivion. Systems Thinker: In any event, [5], [6], and [7]
should be read by anyone advocating unfettered growth. This perusal may change their thinking to 
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become less bullish about this mindset. An interesting research project might be initiated by a survey of 
the systems engineering community to sample how they feel about the veracity of A vs. B vs. C. Complex 
Systems Engineer: Yes, we should: Balance competing interests across the system instead of trying to 
optimize any of its components. There is room for a diversity of opinions and actions that can benefit the 
short term as well as deal with the long term. 
If a society's implicit goals are to exploit nature, enrich the elites, and ignore the long term, then that 
society will develop technologies and markets that destroy the environment, widen the gap between the 
rich and the poor, and optimize for short term gains. In short, that society develops technologies and 
markets that hasten a collapse instead of preventing it. [7, pp. 223-224] 
Liberal Supporter: Amen. [7] shows, with a plethora of facts and credible modeling/simulation results, 
how we're running out of time! Conservative Advocate: I disagree. Additional scientific or engineering 
evidence or analysis is necessary to prove the unsustainability premise. Besides, even if there is a 
modicum of truth, continued advances in technology will take care of any problems. [9, p. 338] Mother 
Earth: Our planet and its human population defy proofs; this is not a mathematical exercise. Complex 
systems (where human beings are considered part of the system) are unpredictable (in terms of specific 
events) and evolve on their own whether anyone takes corrective action or not. Protagonist: I’ll try to 
enlist your support in (re)awakening enough people to the dilemma and potential ways forward to help 
solve our sustainability problem. My goal is to stimulate at least some of you to resonate with these ideas 
and take constructive action within your work endeavors and private lives. Complex Systems Engineer:
Yes, we should: Foster interpersonal and inter-organizational trust by sharing information with 
honesty and integrity. Let us at least agree to share our opinions while providing different perspectives 
with supporting information in hopes of collaborating on constructive steps forward. Systems Thinker:
Further progress in recognizing the importance of sustainability and suggesting means for its enhancement 
should be measuredanother challenging research project. 
2. Unlimited Growth 
Protagonist: Let’s now discuss a fundamental problem facing us. It seems that most Westerners believe 
growth is good for its own sake. [10] It’s ingrained in our psyche, and continually reinforced since 
childhood. Traditional growth has been good for the synonyms below but for how much longer?! 
Individuals support growth-oriented policies, because they believe growth will give them an ever 
increasing welfare. Governments seek growth as a remedy for just about every problem. … growth has 
come to be viewed as a cause for celebration. Just consider some synonyms for that word: 
development, progress, advance, gain, improvement, prosperity, success. [7, p. 6] 
Complex Systems Engineer: Yes, we should step back and: Follow a holistic approach focused on the 
entire system and the relationships: a) between the system and its environment; and b) internal 
interactions. When involved in any systems engineering related effort with the potential to lead to some 
form of growth, ask yourself how much that type of growth is aligned with the sustainability of our planet 
vs. oriented towards more material growth aligned with special interests and the profit motive. If you feel 
there is a misalignment that is deleterious to the long term interests of the human race, raise the issue with 
your constituents for discussion. Perhaps there are opportunities to take the effort in a direction more 
beneficial to all. Systems Thinker: Measuring such instances by soliciting case studies or at least 
conducting a survey would constitute another relevant research project. 
Protagonist: The right kinds of growth are what matters. It is important to distinguish development 
from growth. As Ackoff states, in human terms development is an individually learned and applied 
process for self-improvement. [11, pp. 273-274] 
For generations both population growth and capital growth were classified as an unmitigated good. On 
a lightly populated planet with abundant resources, there were good reasons for that positive valuation. 
Now, with an ever clearer understanding of ecological limits, it can be tempting to classify all growth 
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as bad. … ask: Growth of what? For whom? At what cost? Paid by whom? What is the real need here, 
and what is the most direct and efficient way for those who have that need to satisfy it? How much is 
enough? What are the obligations to share? [7, p. 49] 
Complex Systems Engineer: Yes, good questions stimulate and: Nurture discussions to learn how people 
express their concepts using different terms. Seek common ground for changing our notions of good 
growth. 
 
Protagonist: There is at least one kind of unsustainable growth, namely capital growth (which implies 
growth in material things)! Unlimited material growth is inherently “bad” but growth in quality of life, for 
example, is innately “good”, both with respect to the long term, i.e., beyond the life spans of ourselves, 
our children, our grandchildren, and even their grandchildren. I know it’s difficult (and maybe even 
thought to be irrelevant) to care much about anything but the short term but that’s the point. Eventually, 
we must! 
The idea that there might be limits to growth is for many people impossible to imagine. Limits are 
politically unmentionable and economically unthinkable. [10] The culture tends to deny … limits by 
placing a profound faith in the powers of technology [9, p. 338], the workings of a free market, and the 
growth of the economy as the solution to all problems, even the problems created by growth. [7, p. 
203] 
Complex Systems Engineer: Yes, we should ask such important questions and: Utilize trans-disciplinary 
techniques of philosophy [12], psychology, sociology, organizational change theory, etc. Concentrate your 
individual, and hopefully group efforts, on improving the quality of people’s lives as opposed to 
exacerbating the over-consumption of natural resources. 
 
Protagonist: Apparently the authors of Limits to GrowthThe 30 Year Update [7], especially Donella 
Meadows (sadly, who died without seeing her work trigger massive corrective actions), experienced much 
resistance to their work. Economists trashed the original 1972 Limits to Growth book, which was 
commissioned by the Club of Rome [13], and governments ignored its recommendations. However, at 
least one researcher (Graham Turner of Australia’s research organization, The Commonwealth Scientific 
and Industrial Research Organisation [CSIRO]) supported and expanded on their work. 
He says changes in industrial production, food production and pollution are all in line with the Club of 
Rome’s [7’s] predictions, which foresee decreasing resource availability and an escalating cost of 
extraction that eventually triggers a slowdown of industryleading to economic collapse some time 
after 2020 (Considering the worldwide economic troubles of 2008-2011, especially the downturn 
trends of the financial markets, this may happen sooner! Also refer to [14].) … “For the first 30 years 
of the model, the world has been tracking along an unsustainable trajectory”, Turner concludes. 
Herman Daly of the University of Maryland says these results show that we “must get off the growth 
path of business as usual, and move to a steady state economy”, … . [15] 
Complex Systems Engineer: Yes, complex systems engineering is about much more than just technology: 
Consider political (P), operational (O), economic (E), as well as [technology] (T) factors. Help ensure that 
broader solutions are sought with your cohorts and key stakeholders that go beyond the latest technology. 
 
Protagonist: Many of you may think it’s daft to tilt at this windmill! But at least the authors cited here 
have had the courage to act in our long term interest and were willing to take the criticism. Systems 
Thinker: As Scott Page said in his book [9] cognitive diversity among the team practitioners is critical in 
solving complex problems. So let the dialogue begin anew! Here are arguably some examples of potential 
problems of unlimited material growth. 
Liberal Supporter: Personal Wealth: One Can Never Be Too Rich! Every free person has the inherent 
right to pursue happiness. Somewhat paradoxically, this is often translated into a determination to acquire 
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higher economic status, more material things, and wealth. However, true happiness is much more 
dependent on the quality of one’s personal relationships. [16, pp. 195-197] [17] Conservative Advocate: I 
could not disagree more! Personal wealth is an indication of value contributed to society. [18] One only 
becomes wealthy when others pay for what you have produced. Those that cannot, do not, or will not 
create value for others have only themselves to blame. Happiness is the by-product of personal 
accomplishment! Protagonist: Ironically economic downturns in affluent countries are actually good in 
terms of reducing materialistic demands. When the World economy is sluggish and needs stimulation, 
people generally reduce spending, just the opposite of what they should be doing.  Again, personal 
relationships, a’la David Brooks [16], are more important to happiness.
Systems Thinker: Problem: What to Do with All the Waste from Discarded Products? After decades of 
separating the problem of waste disposal from manufacturing operations, thankfully, some companies are 
becoming more astute in treating this aspect as part of their overall system process.a This is a major step in 
the right direction, and our planet will be better for it. But much more needs to be done.b Industrialist:
Don’t you understand that waste disposal is a necessary evil, to be dispensed with by transferring 
pollutants into the environment at minimal cost? How can we manufacturers be expected to compete and 
turn a profit otherwise?! Besides, recycling attempts are unnecessary because of the great eco-structure 
capacity and resiliency of the Earth. Mother Earth: Thank you for your confidence but know that my 
resources are not limitless. You humans are making life increasingly difficult. Unless people act more 
responsibly in this regard, your quality of life will ultimately take a nosedive from which we may not 
recover. Industrialist: To me enterprise transformation simply means creating more growth and profit in 
my company/organization while establishing a more competitive posture. A healthy annual growth rate of 
5-10% is the goal, and the primary concern is showing financiers positive numbers each fiscal quarter. 
Mother Earth: I agree that businesses as well as all plants and animals have to compete to survive. The 
latter is done through the process of natural selection, as Charles Darwin showed [21] [22] [23]. But don’t 
you realize that continual technological advances can create imbalances?!  
Protagonist: As an analogy to our sustainable growth problem, consider an asteroid about to collide 
with the Earth. Most would agree that: 1) this is a very remote possibility; and 2) there would not be 
enough warning time to avoid disaster. We argue that the unsustainability problem is: 1) much more 
likely; and 2) affords sufficient time to mitigate the damage—if we mount a serious effort. If an asteroid 
did approach closely enough wouldn’t we pull out all stops to avoid disaster? Since unsustainability is 
looming, why won’t we take appropriate action?! Mother Earth: Clearly, I am frightened of such an 
“asteroid” because of my age and projected longevity; it’s quite likely I will live to see this!
Liberal Supporter: Recycling Goes Only So Far. If everyone did their part in recycling used, unwanted, 
or outmoded materials, not only individuals and families, but especially corporations and government 
agencies, the future would look a lot brighter. But we often merely discard perfectly good technology 
devices or artifacts to obtain the latest gismo! What happened to the proverbial sayings in the U.S. of 
“Waste not, want not”,c and “Use it up, wear it out, make it do or do without”?!d Conservative Advocate:
It seems to me that technology advancements prevent social stagnation. There is always a price to pay for 
change but the net gain is worth that price. Protagonist: As Dan Ariely [24], David Brooks [16], and Eric 
a [19, p. 9] William McDonough and Michael Braungart: “all waste equals food for another system.”
b Carbon capture, perhaps a necessity someday, is another innovation that may become viable eventually. [20] 
c First recorded in 1772, http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/waste+not,+want+not
d This is a traditional saying for long-time New Englanders, 
http://www.ask.com/bar?q=use+it+up&page=1&qsrc=2417&dm=all&ab=5&u=http%3A%2F%2Fthenonconsumeradvocate.com%2
F&sg=YCfxkE%2B5x8shgIf7KZZQy7ifRyz4htSLAhKysRRzmtY%3D%0D%0A&tsp=1304710910143
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Beinhocker [19, p. 51] have pointed out, we make decisions based largely on our subconscious and 
emotions, not by purely rational thought, based upon analysis of evidence for instance, especially because 
obtaining all the objective facts is either impossible or not worth the effort.  
… while people are intelligent in their decision making, they are intelligent in ways very different from 
the picture presented by Traditional Economics. Real people are actually quite poor at complex logical 
calculations, but are very good at quickly recognizing patterns, interpreting ambiguous information, 
and learning. Real people are also fallible and subject to biases in their decision making. Finally, they 
engage in what Herbert Simon called satisficing, whereby one looks for a result that is “good enough” 
rather than the absolute best. [19, p. 52] 
Conservative Advocate: I disagree. Economic theories are tried and true, being based upon rock-solid 
mathematics. If economic performance is unpredictable, it’s because people don’t act rationally (e.g., by 
gathering all the facts beforehand) but act impulsively. Protagonist: Decartes [25] was wrong, you know 
, when he discounted human emotions and postulated that we are purely rational beings! Ayn Rand’s 
objectivism philosophy glorifies the individual and rational thought at the exclusion of emotion and social 
sensibilities. [18, pp. 1074-1075] This contradicts the wisdom of Brooks, et al., above. 
3. Societal Goals 
Protagonist: Now look, if we establish worthy long-term goals of limiting material growth we can 
work backwards as well as forwards while ensuring progress. 
If an idea falls in a forest, no one hears it. Physical proximity causes ideas to bump into one another. 
This powerful phenomenon helps to explain the rise of modern civilization and scientific 
understanding. Economic growth correlates strongly with population growth: the more people, the 
more ideas, and the more ideas, the more growth. [9, p. 338] 
Complex Systems Engineer: Yes, let’s harness as many willing people as we can in solving this problem in 
a self-organizing, evolutionary fashion, i.e., leaders in this should attempt to: Stimulate a system of self-
adaptation and self-organization to enable, evolve, and accommodate change through competition 
and collaboration. As systems engineers, we should do what we can to encourage adoption of this 
bottom-up principle, and help such leaders improve their decision making, i.e.: Formulate heuristics 
(practical rules of thumb) and educate emotions [16] to assist decision makers. Liberal Supporter:
Correct. Isn’t self-organization one of the attractive properties of complex systems? It’s the Medici effect. 
[26] Conservative Advocate: Not necessarily. [18] [27] Complex Systems Engineer: Yes, I can restate my 
above point about self-organization, those who can take charge should: Create environments (as a 
governor, leader, or manager) for interactions of all system elements. System Thinker: But this 
phenomenon of complex system interactions is only beneficial up to some limit beyond which we 
“overshoot”. Thus, it seems to me we need to match our level of consumption to available natural 
resources. A fruitful research area could be how systems engineers might suggest practical ways of 
reducing demand for energy instead of only emphasizing how we can increase energy outputs and create 
new sources of energy.
4. What Might Be Done? 
Protagonist: We probably do not agree on what, if anything, should be done. But some brainstormed 
ideas follow. I feel strongly that we need to change our ingrained mindsets that growth is good for its own 
sake. Fundamentally, our incentives need changing. 
… we can contribute only a simple set of general guidelines for restructuring any system toward 
sustainability. … Extend the planning horizon. … Improve the signals. … Speed up response times. … 
Mimimize the use of nonrenewable resources. … Prevent the erosion of renewable resources. ... Use all 
resources with maximum efficiency. ... Slow and eventually stop exponential growth of ... physical 
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capital. ... this last item is the most essential. ... We can expand on the last, ... To restore hope and to 
solve very real problems, these are three areas where completely new thinking is needed. Poverty. ... 
Unemployment. ... Unmet nonmaterial needs. [7, pp. 259-261] 
Complex Systems Engineer: Yes, and what might help greatly is to: Design, formulate, and certify 
simple elements. Conventional systems engineers tend to create large system monstrosities that go far 
beyond the core unique value [28] of their system in the interest of being self-contained or autonomous 
without regard to interoperability. In addition, architecturally, it is important to: Develop open, layered 
architectures well-matched to networks of tightly-coupled, highly-interactive elements within each 
sub-network, and “loose” inter-connections among the sub-networks. This will facilitate greater ease 
in evolutionary system changes, and help people focus on what most really care about. Liberal Supporter:
Yes indeed. We need to create and adopt a list of incentives for limited growth to start solving this 
overshoot problem. 
In our own search for ways to encourage the peaceful restructuring of a system that naturally resists its
own transformation, we have tried many tools. The obvious ones are … rational analysis, data 
gathering, systems thinking, computer modeling, … they are not enough. [others] are: visioning, 
networking, truth-telling, learning, and loving. ... [Visioning] Leaders who are honest, respectful, 
intelligent, humble, and more interested in doing their jobs than in keeping their jobs, more interested 
in serving society than in winning elections. ... [Truth-Telling] What is needed is not growth, but 
development. Insofar as development requires physical expansion, it should be equitable, affordable, 
and sustainable, with all real costs counted. ... [Loving] Listen to the cynicism around you and have 
compassion for those who believe in it, but don't believe it yourself. [7, pp. 271, 273] 
Conservative Advocate: I still believe the so-called overshoot problem is highly exaggerated. We certainly 
don’t need to worry for several generations. If sustainability becomes a problem, surely solutions will 
emerge. [9, p. 338] 
Given enough time, we believe humanity possesses nearly limitless problem-solving abilities. Growth, 
and especially exponential growth, is so insidious because it shortens the time for effective action. It 
loads stress on a system faster and faster, until coping mechanisms that have been adequate with slower 
rates of change finally being to fail. [7, p. 223] 
Mother Earth: But we're running out of time without some miracle of changing the human heart! Complex 
Systems Engineer: Yes, there are grave risks. Perhaps a different systems engineering approach is 
required, i.e.: Pursue opportunity as well as risk management. Instead of emphasizing preventative 
measures that don’t work very well, consider focusing on opportunities that may contain more promise to 
limiting future populations.
Protagonist: Reward for Improved Quality of Life. How do we incentivize growth in the quality of our 
personal and inter-group relationships? Much of this could happen naturally through rewarding 
demonstrations of self-improvement after the fact. The challenge would be to define and measure the 
extent of their improvement objectively. I believe firmly in rewarding for results, not perceived promises. 
[29] Systems Thinker: Systems engineers should research prospects for shiftingover a decade or 
twoincentive structures to fit this paradigm. 
Protagonist: Increase Social Status for Increasing One’s Quality of Life. We need to shift the culture 
over time to elevating and recognizing educational and personal achievement in improving the quality of 
one’s life as opposed to paying homage to the acquisition of personal possessions. And it’s not all bad 
news about material growth. 
… we … explore what would happen if the industrial world were to supplement cleverness with 
wisdom. We assume the world adopts and begins to act upon two definitions of enough, one having to 
do with material consumption …. [7, p. 11] ... current high rates of throughput are not necessary to 
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support a decent standard of living for all the world's people. The ecological footprint could be reduced 
by … altering consumption norms, or implementing more resource-efficient technologies. [7, p. 9] 
System Thinker: Thus, we should concern ourselves with creating conditions for purposeful evolution 
of quality. Conservative Advocate: This type purposeful evolution here might be good but I don’t believe 
in the usual kind. 
Protagonist: Tax Materialism. How about substantially increasing state sales and property taxes?! This 
would have the benefit of penalizing what are now out-of-control acquisitions of material possessions that 
exacerbate the Earth resources sustainability problem. This would also greatly help state budgets and 
decentralize deciding how to expend the revenues. Conservative Advocate: I’m against taxes of any kind.
Although European countries impose a higher income tax rate on their people, supposedly for a better 
society, universal health care (socialized medicine), etc., I don’t want that to happen in the U.S. 
Liberal Supporter: Incentivize Waste Disposal. Public laws that provide compelling incentives to the 
private sector to pollute less, and that impose penalties for not complying, are necessary. Industrialist and 
Conservative Advocate: We don’t like the sound of that!
Protagonist: Re-Educate Families, Not Just the Children. Expand our educational system to more 
readily include adults and provide financial rewards for satisfactorily completing the curriculum oriented 
toward achieving a higher quality of family life. This could include education on the behaviors and 
principles of complex systems [30] which should help improve the typical adult mindset about the 
problems we face.  
Mother Earth: Convince the Public and Re-Orient the Politicians. Unfortunately, it appears that very 
little can be done to slow the approaching unsustainability without capturing the attention of at least the 
American public in demanding action from the U.S. Government. The media would have to help. Maybe 
institutionalizing such corrective action (and associated laws) can be enabled by our politicians. But from 
what I’ve observed about their emphasis on party politics, as opposed to doing what’s good for the 
country and the World, I’m not optimistic. Nevertheless, if this can be done, why don’t Members of 
Congress get to stay in office longer if they are helping sustainability? But again, how would that be 
measured? Systems Thinker: The Harvard Business School has embarked on an excellent study addressing 
the topic of sustainable cities, shaping ecologically friendly (“ecocities”) to better accommodate the 
expected huge growths in urban population during the 21st century. [31] Great detail and thoughtful 
comment is provided on eight ecocity projects currently under development. What is missing, it seems, 
based upon our present discussion is a necessary change in human mindsets concerning the problems of 
unlimited growth. I suggest that psychologists, sociologists, and even philosophers, need to be included 
and engaged in future research for greater progress toward sustainability even beyond the 21st century. 
Protagonist: Jeffrey D. Sachs has so eloquently observed [32], we must take a longer term view of how 
we can revitalize U.S.’s place in the world order with regard to preserving and enhancing our national 
resources, e.g., in education, training, science, research and development, health care, infrastructure 
modernization, finance, and the economy. This can only be accomplished with at least a ten-year plan of 
serious investment in fundamental improvements in our capabilities that will take years to develop. This 
turnaround needs to be funded by the reprioritization of government expenditures and greatly increasing 
taxes. At the same time, to dissipate the growing “American Spring, Occupy” movements of late 2011, we 
must begin closing the huge gap between the rich and the middle class by revamping the tax code so that 
the wealthy and corporations pay much higher taxes. Conservative Advocate: Fat chance! That’s the best 
way to kill jobs and sink our economy even deeper. Instead we need to slash welfare, medicare, and social 
security, along with other wasteful federal spending, including the abolishment of several Government 
agencies, in areas where government has no business meddling in our private affairs. 
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5. Conclusion 
Complex Systems Engineer: I have considered much of the evidence pointing to the unsustainability of 
our Earth’s resources, and have listened carefully to your dialogue concerning this profound topic. In 
response, I’ve tried to provide some guiding complex systems engineering principles that might help 
change our mindsets in becoming more long term oriented and proactive in doing what we can to protect 
our descendants’ future. Systems Thinker: And I’ve suggested some worthwhile systems engineering 
research projects. Protagonist: If these thoughts of limiting material growth are too extreme or hard for 
you to swallow,  I apologize.e But what about becoming more sensitive to the automatic reaction of
embracing unlimited growth? Best Friend: I think you made a pretty fine try at all this but I, for one, long 
since abandoned such thinking, and concentrated on building a successful career and helping to rear a 
wonderful family. In reconnecting with you recently, it appears that you’ve done much the same. 
However, I think you’re now tilting at windmills again. 
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